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A  NOTE  ON  THE  SINGULAR  POINTS  OF  THE

FUNCTION   GENERATED  BY  THE  BERGMAN

OPERATOR  OF THE  SECOND  KIND

PAUL  ROSENTHAL

Abstract. Let y=P2(f) be Bergman's operator of the second

kind, f(q) is analytic at^=0. In a previous paper [5] a theorem was

obtained on the singularities of ip when y» was generated by a f(q)

whose only singular points were poles. In this note we obtain a

theorem on the singularities of rp when y> is generated by a f(q)

whose singular points can be of more varied types.

Introduction. The method of integral operators developed by Bergman

in [2] associates an operator solution yi=P2(f) to the partial differential

equation of mixed type y>xx+l(x)rpvy=0, /(x)>0, x<0, /(x)<0, x>0.

The use of such an operator enables one to solve certain types of boundary

value problems [2, p. 120] which arise in physical applications. Since

P2if) maps analytic functions/^) into solutions of the above equation,

the problem of the behavior of the solution y(x, y) when foq) has singu-

larities of specified types is solved in this paper. This appears to be of

interest in some problems of mathematical physics. We consider the

Tricomi case only. In this case rp=P2if) maps functions foq) analytic

at 17=0 into solutions of the partial differential equation

(1)      yjzz. + 4Fip = 0,       F = (5/36)(z + z*)~2       (Tricomi case).

For this case a solution to (1) can be written as

_ x/Ü-(I-,!))(,^7r'
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F= hypergeometric function, z,z* complex variables, Ax, A2 complex

constants,  —1</<1  (all our integrals are in the improper Riemann

sense (complex)), see [1, p. 871], [2, pp. 107, 108].

One can also obtain a second solution to (1),

R(z,,)=£(B„r„,ü,^,i) + i),u-„,(^,^))

Œ xfí^O-,2))—^^"s-
\2 I (I- t)

u =
7    -L     7*    'Z  T  2

see [1, p. 871]. We note y>0(z, z*) of (3) is the analytic continuation of

ipiz, z*) of (2) for a suitable choice of the path of integration and con-

stants Bx, B2, see [1, p. 873].

Theorem.    Let foq)= Zn=o Cn(<]IA)n, Re, Im A >0, where

(a) lim sup„^00|fl„|1/"=l, |arga„|<e, 0<e<7r/2, n sufficiently large,

or

(b) lim,^^ an+xfaH=l. Then fiz,z*) of (2) is singular at the points

z=2A, z* = 2a.A, l^a>0.

Proof. Let z* = az, l^a>0, z#0. We note the first integral in (2)

is an even function of t, the second an odd function of t. When |z|^|2^1 —

ô, \2A\>ô>0, we are permitted to interchange the order of integration

and summation in (2). Thus we obtain from (2)

œ Í   Z  \n
(4) gj,z) = y(z, <xz) = 2AX 2 «„(«K  —),        |z|< \2A\,

,7^o \2AI

where

e«      ^>-/>ü'I-ÍTr>-!^v"'"'
n ^ 0,    1 ^ a > 0.

Since Fis monotonie in t, i.e., if 1 ̂ rI>r2^0, then Fitx)>Fit2), we infer

the following bounds for a„(a),

//(a) ^ aB(a) ^ 2~1iYH)Yin + i))/r(« + 1) > 0,

// ^ 0, T = Gamma function,

/¡(a) is independent of n, the right-hand bound in (6a) is obtained by

letting r=0 in Fit) and thus obtaining the Beta integral JJ(1 —s)n-ll2s-112 ds
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from (5). We also obtain from (5)

t,      VrVi ï ft ^      ft     ,r(s + i)I> + |)

(6b) ** r(, + // + i)
r(|)   rg + s)r(|- + s)    i

fXijrxt) r(i + s)T(\ +s)i\ +a)s'

(6b) is obtained from (5) by using the series definition for F and then

interchanging summation and integration which is permissible since we

have dominated convergence for 1 ̂ a>0.

Using next the hypothesis of our Theorem, (6a), (6b), we obtain

lim sup \oinix)an\1,n = lim M*)!17" lim sup \an\Vn = 1,
/„*\ n-*<x> n-*oo n-*<x>

|arg(a„(a)öj| < s, 0 < e < jt/2,

n sufficiently large. Since (a*) satisfies the conditions of a theorem of

Dienes, see [4, p. 227], we conclude z=2^ is a singular point of gaiz)

of (4). Or

rh*x lim(a^i(*)/an(a))(a,1+1/a„) = 1;

the conclusion (b*) follows from the result lim«^,,, a„+1(a)/a„(a)=l

which follows from (6b) when we form the ratio an+1/a„ and then

noting we can interchange the limit operation and summation since we

have dominated convergence for large //. Since (b*) satisfies the condition

of a theorem of Fabry, see [3, p. 307], we conclude z=2A is a singular

point of gx(z) of (4), 1 ̂ a>0. Assume y>(z, z*) of (2) admits the Taylor

expansion
00

V»(z, z*) =  2 «»»(* - 2AYiz* - 2xA)\
\'l m,n=0

\z -2A\< ôx, \z* -2%A\< Ô2, ôx, ó2 > 0.

Using the conditions l^a>0, (5* = min((51, ô2), z* = a.z, we conclude

when |z—2^|<r3*, then ]z*— 2xA\<ô*. Since we have absolute con-

vergence of the double series in (7) for \z—2A\<ô*, we are permitted to

rearrange the right-hand side of (7) to conclude

g«(z) = 2 bnia)iz - 2A)\        \z - 2A\< ô*, Ô* > 0,

where b0=am, /j,(a)=(i/01a-|-a10), /j2(a) = (a02a2+i/11«+fl20), • ■ •, l^a>0.

Hence we conclude gaiz) of (4) is analytic at z=2A which contradicts

(a*) or (b*) of above. This completes the proof of our Theorem.
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We note in closing, there exist nonempty neighborhoods Naiz), Re,

lmz>0, Nsiz*), Re, lmz*>0, satisfying the inequalities |z|<|z+z*|,

|z|<|2i4|, see (2) and (4). Hence rp(z,z*) of (2) is analytic in z and z*

for z e Nsiz), z* e Ará(z*).
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